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Abstract
Local manifestations of hyperandrogenism are still difficult to diagnose since they are not associated
with blood changes of androgens. An increase of androgen receptors (AR) expression level as much as their
increase sensitivity to the corresponding ligands may lead to the manifestation of acne, androgenetic
alopecia, or hirsutism. It means that in some cases an assessment of the local level of AR expression is
necessary for the differential diagnosis and selects the relevant therapy. The traditional laboratory
techniques are not available everywhere due to their complexity and laboriousness. In this project, a novel
Smart DNA Biosensor, based on RNA-dependent split aptamer for the primary diagnosis of androgen
receptors overexpression was developed. This molecular construction is easy to use, has high efficiency
and selectivity, dui to its modular structure can be easily optimized for the detection of various targets.
Thus, SDB-like sensors may be useful for the rapid differential diagnosis.
Keywords: DNA-based biosensor, androgen receptors, 10-23 deoxyribozymes, RNA cleavage, malachite
green aptamer
Introduction
The term "hyperandrogenism" has become widespread in the scientific literature in the 21st
century1–4. It usually means an increase in the effects of the androgen on the body, which may be
the result of pathological hyperactivity of the endocrine glands5, unbalanced conversion of steroids
in the body6 or excessive androgen receptor (AR) sensitivity to the corresponding ligands -

Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome7. For example, most women with idiopathic hirsutism have
normal circulating adrenal and gonadal androgens 8. Furthermore, AR oversensitivity can be
associated both with highly selective ligand-receptor interaction and with an increase in the number
of receptors on the surface of an individual cell. The consequences of hyperandrogenism can be
extremely serious, ranging from local manifestations, such as androgenetic alopecia 9, adulthood
acne or hirsutism10, to impaired fat metabolism, muscle atrophy, irregular cycle in women and other
metabolic disorders11.
The androgen receptor (alternative name NR3C4) belongs to the steroid nuclear receptor
superfamily, capable of being activated after a direct interaction with nuclear DNA, then transported
into the nucleus and working as a transcription factor12. More than a hundred target genes of the
androgen receptor are known, including genes encoding proteins involved in protein folding,
secretion, intracellular signal transmission, proliferation, as well as differentiation and apoptosis13.
Thus, the level of AR expression is an important diagnostic marker in various pathologies 14.
Laboratory diagnostic methods may easily detect systemic hyperandrogenism, however, the
measurement of local androgens changes or AR expression is still a serious problem and requires
the development of additional test systems. In modern biomedical diagnostics, different biosensors
are being developed as a potential solution to these problems. Biosensors contain two main
components: a biological recognition element (antibodies, enzymes, nucleic acid and other) that
detects the target molecule, and a signalling component that converts the biological recognition into
physically detectable signal. Since the early 1990s, DNA-based aptamers biosensors became
widespread. Unlike proteins, DNA biosensors can be selected for any given target, including those
without soliciting immune responses or with high toxicity. Also, these sensors can be easily
synthesized outside living organisms, are smaller, more stable and can be repeatedly used without
losing their binding capability15,16. DNA biosensors are typically used to detect nucleic acids,
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proteins, amino acids, active forms or intermediate metabolites of hormones or drugs and other low
molecular weight compounds17.
A serious problem for detection of full-sized nucleic acids is the secondary structure, which
interrupts the access of sensors to the binding site. When detecting single-stranded RNA, it was
shown that this problem can be partially solved by adding additional sequences hybridizing with
the target nucleic acid to the DNA biosensor design18. But in general, the problem of accessibility
of the target nucleic acid site is still the main disadvantage of using DNA biosensors in this area.
In this project, we demonstrate an experimental model of smart DNA biosensor (SDB),
designed to quickly and efficiently check the level of expression of the human AR. The design of
SDB includes a number of functional advantages over most known biosensors and has the potential
to solve the mentioned problem.
Results and Discussion
The human AR gene is located on the X chromosome at Xq11_12 and is encoded by eight
exons. The first exon contains polymorphic CAG microsatellite repeats and codes for a variable
length of the N-terminal domain (NTD). In vitro studies demonstrate that progressive expansion
the length of CAG repeat in NTD may decrease its transactivation function. Exons 2 and 3 code for
the central DNA-binding domain and exons 4 to 8 code for the C-terminal ligand-binding
domain19,20. In different studies 18 alternative splice variants of AR mRNA - AR-FL, AR45, AR23, AR V1-V14 and AR-8 - were described. Most of them encode a small-sized or functionally
inactive proteins21. However, all translated isoforms of AR protein contain NTD, which is critical
for AR function. Its modular activation function is important for both gene regulation and
participation in protein-protein interactions15. This is the main reason to target our SDB construction
against sequence inside the first exon.
Although splice variants of AR-FL (full-size molecule, alternative name AR1), AR-V7
(alternative name AR3) and AR-V922,23 are the most important for a clinical point of view, we
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selected the target AR mRNA region using all nucleotide sequences of the translated AR mRNAs
from open databases (Table S2, Fig.S1A). Then bioinformatics analysis of the human AR mRNA
(Fig.S1B) was conducted using several evaluation criteria: (i) the target sequence should be found
in the largest number of RNA transcripts of the AR gene, (ii) the target sequence should be specific
only to the mRNA of the AR gene, (iii) the target sequence should possess low percentage of
variability for single nucleotide polymorphisms. Based on the results of the bioinformatics analysis,
an RNA sequence of 60 nt was selected (Table S2, 60-AR_RNA). This sequence is located in
conserved exon 1, position 1–2140 nucleotides. The specificity of 60-AR_RNA for the human
androgen

receptor

has

been

further

verified

using

the

BLAST

algorithm

(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).
The proposed SDB was developed with the purpose of facilitating the access of signaling
component to the target sequence of AR mRNA. To do this, we chose an approach that increases
the efficiency of the biosensor by cutting out a short sequence from mRNA, resulting in a more
accessible secondary structure. Owing to better steric and thermodynamic conditions for nucleotide
hybridization, we expected to see a significant increase in signal output for 60-nucleotide and 27nucleotide sequences (Fig.1).
Figure 1: The theoretical predicted secondary structures
of a target RNA before and after cleavage. A – an initial 60nucleotide fragment of AR mRNA (60-AR_RNA); color lines
indicate the possible orientation of SDB chains around RNA
structure; red arrows indicate the assumed cleavage sites. B – a
short 27-nucleotide fragment resulting from the 60-AR_RNA
cleavage. A prediction of the RNA secondary structure with the
folding energy before and after cleavage was performed by
MFold open source
http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold/RNA-Folding-Form

We propose the model of SDB (Fig.2A) developed in our laboratory, which is based on the
principles of Holliday junction and consists of several functional modules: (i) two catalytically
active deoxyribozymes 10-23, (Dz1 and Dz2) hybridizes on both sides around the site of aptamer
binding, (ii) biosensor with an aptameric signalling component, (iii) oligonucleotide platform, that
4

associate the components in a one united structure. A calculation of the SDB stability at
physiological conditions was performed using the Nucleic Acid Package open service
(http://www.nupack.org/).

Figure 2: The SDB basic features. A - Schematic representation of the SDB structure. In T1 and T4 dotted lines indicate
hexaethylene glycol linkers, in T2 and T3 - polythimidine linker; Dz1 and Dz2 — deoxyribozyme sequences. B - the
detailed structure of Dz’s catalytic center, cited by 24 with changes; green star indicates the malachite green dye. C malachite green dye chemical structure. D - The detailed malachite green aptamer (MGA) structure with modifications.
E - Confirmation of the biosensor assembly using agarose gel electrophoresis; lane 1: DNA ladder; lane 2: assembled
SDB; Lanes 3–7: strands T1–T5 respectively.

Target mRNA cleavage was achieved using RNA-cleaving ability of Dz1 and Dz2 (Fig.S2)
which are parts of T1 and T4 strands respectively. Biosensor part or signalling component is a
modified split malachite green aptamer (MGA) 25 with additional RNA sequences, that are
complementary to the target 60-AR_RNA (Fig.2A, T2 and T3 strands). MGA strands can hybridize
with each other and bind a molecule of malachite green dye (Fig.2C and D) only in the presence of
target mRNA and by this SDB is high specific sensor. Being bound in such structure, malachite
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green dye can produce signal after excitation on 620 nm, which is detectable by fluorescence
spectrophotometer.
All these sequences, T1–T4, also possess complementary to oligonucleotide platform (T5
strand) sites, joined to the strands by polythimidine or hexaethylene glycol linkers. These linkers
provide more flexible binding to complete SDB.
Thus, we assumed that the cooperative work of both Dz1 and Dz2 allows an increase in the
local concentration of short 28 nt fragments of the target mRNA near the MGA part of SDB, and
DNA-core keeps all functional modules of the construction in close proximity. Sequences of the
oligonucleotides used in the study are presented in Table S1. Complete SDB was assembled by
annealing the individual component strands (T1–T5) to each other. The efficiency of SDB
assembling was evaluated using agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2E). The single band proves that
in chosen conditions there is a complete hybridization of all 5 strands into an integrated SDB
complex.
To estimate the functional activity of the developed molecule we simultaneously evaluate the
biosensor fluorescence intensity and the efficiency of the target RNA cleavage in the presence of
SDB under the same conditions. Complete assembled SDB (100 nM), mix of Т1–Т5 (100 nM each
strand) without annealing and mix of Т2-Т3 (100 nM for each chain) with integrated MGA also
without annealing were incubated for 6 hrs in a buffer at 37°C with 60-AR_RNA (fluorescence
assay) or FAM-60-AR_RNA (cleavage assay). All fluorescence samples and one of the samples
with SDB and FAM-ADR_RNA contained 25 μM malachite green dye. As a negative control
samples with only 60-AR_RNA or FAM-60-AR_RNA were incubated in the same conditions.
After incubation fluorescence measurement was conducted by fluorescence spectrophotometry
(620/648 nm) (Fig.3A) and cleavage was verified by denaturing PAAG (Fig.3B).
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Figure 3: The SDB functional activity A – emission spectra of
assembled SDB (green line), T1–T5 chains mix without
annealing (green dotted line), aptamer sample containing chains
T2 and T3 (black dotted line) and a control sample with 60AR_RNA (black line) after 6 hrs of incubation. B – denaturing
PAGE assessment of cleavage of samples containing 60-FAMAR_RNA and different agents after 6 hrs incubation; lanes 1 and
2: 60-FAM-AR_RNA incubated for 0 hours and 6 hours
respectively; lane 3: 60-FAM-AR_RNA, T2 and T3; lane 4: 60FAM-AR_RNA and individual strands T1–T5; lane 5: 60-FAMAR_RNA with assembled SDB; lane 6: 60-FAM-AR_RNA with
assembled SDB in the presence of malachite green dye. C – limit
of detection for SDB. Each dot is an average of triplicate values
of fluorescence for samples with different concentrations of 60AR_RNA; standard deviations are shown. Green line is a linear
regression line for these dots. Dash line indicates the threshold
value of fluorescence of buffer with malachite green dye.

According to densitometry analysis, around 90% of FAM-60-AR_RNA is cleaved by one or
both deoxyribozymes in the composition of complete SDB, and 70% is cleaved by mixture of
separate T1–T5 strands. Farther, the intensity of the fluorescent signal in the sample containing the
assembled SDB with 60-AR_RNA was 10 times higher than the signal of samples containing
individual MGA strands (T2 and T3 mix), and 5 times higher than the signal from samples
containing unassembled SDB strains (Fig.3A, T1–T5 mix). These results seem to confirm our
hypothesis on facilitating the ease of access to target RNA by cutting a short 27-nt fragment from
the full target sequence (Fig.3B) thus increasing the local concentration of this fragment near the
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sensing part of SDB. As follows from Fig.2B (line 6), the presence of malachite green dye does not
affect the catalytic activity of SDB.
The next step was to assess the limit of detection (LOD) of the biosensor we developed. For
this experiment, samples containing 100 nM of annealed SDB and 25 μM of malachite green dye
in the same buffer were incubated with different amounts of 60-AR_RNA (1 nM, 5 nM, 10 nM, 20
nM, 50 nM, 100 nM) for 6 hours at 37°C. Then the fluorescence of the samples was measured and
LOD was calculated. According to the data obtained, the LOD of the DNA nanostructure we
developed is 1.6 nM (Fig.3C), and that value is near to the minimum LOD described for the MGA.

Experimental
For detailed experimental description please see Supporting Information File

Conclusions
In conclusion, we developed a modular DNA biosensor for the primary diagnosis of AR
overexpression. On a model system SDB demonstrated its high functional activity, as well as
specificity for the selected target sequence. On the one hand, the complex SDB molecule has a
catalytic advantage over free deoxyribozymes, and on the other hand, it circumvents the limitations
imposed on the biosensor by the secondary structure of the target nucleic acid. The traditional
laboratory techniques (such as PCR and RT-PCR) are often not available due to their complexity
and laboriousness. Easy to use and easily optimized for any target molecule, SDB can be very
convenient for use in conditions of rapid field diagnostics.
The next step in this work will be the extrapolation of the results to full-sized AR mRNA and
optimization of the SDB on biological material.
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